In resonance to a recent geometric framework proposed by Douglas and Yang, a functional model for certain linear bounded operators with rank-one self-commutator acting on a Hilbert space is developed. By taking advantage of the refined existing theory of the principal function of a hyponormal operator we transfer the whole action outside the spectrum, on the resolvent of the underlying operator, localized at a distinguished vector. The whole construction turns out to rely on an elementary algebra body involving analytic multipliers and Cauchy transforms. A natural field theory interpretation of the resulting resolvent functional model is proposed.
Introduction
Functional models open deep insights into classification, spectral analysis and refined structure of special classes of linear operators. Among the most natural examples are: the spectral theorem for self-adjoint or unitary transformations, ∞ n=0 the shift S acts by translation Se n = e n+1 , n ≥ 0. One easily verifies that S * is in Cowen and Douglas class with Ω equal the unit disk and multiplicity d equal to 1. As a matter of fact, adjoints of multiplication by the complex variable z on "natural" Hilbert spaces of analytic functions in a domain Ω possess the same CD property.
But one can turn the page and go beyond spaces of analytic functions. A notable class is offered by singular integral operators with a Cauchy kernel type. While this is not Heisenberg canonical commutation relation in quantum mechanics, it is close, in the sense that one can realize with linear and bounded operators the commutator inequality [T, T * ] ≥ 0. And the comparison does not stop here. Such operators are called co-hyponormal and they display some remarkable spectral behavior.
If the function a above is in addition continuous, one proves with specific techniques that T belongs to Cowen Douglas class, with multiplicity d = 1. This observation goes back several decades ago to Clancey and Wadhwa [1] .
The aim of the present article is to adopt from hyponormal operator theory some basic constructions, solely relying on Cauchy integrals of measures, for constructing a field theoretic model to a class of operators sharing the Cowen Douglas property. We emphasise the nature and novelty of the underlying Hilbert space structure where the operators naturally act. The note is a direct continuation of our recent Lecture Notes [5] .
An informal overview of our computations is the following: we populate the non-essential part of the spectrum with vortices, sources and sinks and we transfer the action of the underlying operator outside the spectrum, on the velocity fields generated by these singularities. Although in general fields do not faithfully locate their sources, our operation is not loosing information. This trend resonates to the "remote sensing" concept. √ Dh admits a bounded measurable extension across the spectrum of S. Indeed, fix z ∈ C and a vector h. Since
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we infer there exists a contractive operator T(z) satisfying √ D = T(z)(S − z).
To resolve any ambiguity, we may impose the condition
By taking adjoints we find
and we call T(z)
√ Dh the localized resolvent of S, at the vector √ Dh. Consequently, the continuous Gram matrix type kernel ρ h (z), ρ k (w) , z, w ∈ C, h, k ∈ Ran √ D, determines the irreducible part of S, that is the compression of S to the reducing space which contains the range of √ D. This is the well paved road of "diagonalizing" S * and obtaining a functional model. Henceforth we assume that the operator S is irreducible on H, which is equivalent to the fact that there is no normal direct summand in S.
Indeed, for any analytic functions f, g defined in a neighborhood of the spectrum σ(S), one finds by Riesz-Dunford calculus:
where γ is a system of Jordan curves surrounding the spectrum of S. Already this defines a non-negative inner product on the space of vector valued functions spanned by f (z) √ Dh, and by reversing the above computations, one finds a correlation, continuous kernel ρ h (z), ρ k (w) which diagonalizes the operator S * . The above scheme is well known and widely used in operator theory, starting with Rota model [9] and not disjoint of Cowen and Douglas configuration. What is special in our setting is the measurability of the extensions of the resolvents across the spectrum. Hence we can play the distribution game and notice that the eigenvector equation
makes perfect sense, in the weak sense. And moreover, the vector valued eigendistributions ∂ ∂z ρ h (z) span the whole space, that is the vectors ∂ ∂z ρ h (z)(φ) where φ = φ(z,z) runs among all test functions in C, are dense in H. In principle, if we know enough many eigenvectors of an operator S one can classify it up to unitary equivalence class, one can build a natural functional model which substitutes S by the multiplication by the variable, and so on.
The simplest case of irreducible hyponormal operators with rank-one selfcommutator [S * , S] = ξ ·, ξ allows some simplifications, it is way better understood and it makes the subject of our note. First of all the diagonalizing kernel ρ h (z), ρ k (w) is reduced in this case to a scalar correlation matrix type, still continuous:
makes perfect sense for all values of z, w ∈ C and one proves that in fact that K(w, z) is separately continuous, besides being hermitian. Moreover, as noted above, the sole eigen-distribution ∂ ∂z (S * −z) −1 ξ spans the whole underlying Hilbert space. Note that this H-valued distribution is supported by the spectrum of S. One proves that outside the essential spectrum of S the distribution ∂ ∂z (S * −z) −1 ξ is an analytic frame in the hermitian line bundle ker(S * −z), thus meeting the heart of Cowen and Douglas' framework.
Once the spanning eigen-distribution is known, the natural functional model is straightforward: define on Schwartz space S(C) the inner product
where dA stands for Lebesgue area measure. That is
where R :
is a continuous anti-linear map. The intertwining property
induces the unitary equivalence between the Hilbert space completion of S(C) with respect to the norm induced by the inner product (·, ·) and H. In this unitary transformation the operator S * becomes multiplication byz. Two remarks are in order. First, the operator S is not normal, hence it is not represented in the above model by the multiplication by z. A correction term involving Cauchy transforms appear, as it will be demonstrated in the present article. Second, the correlation/diagonalization kernel K S has a precise functional description involving again a (double) Cauchy transform and depending solely on a complete unitary invariant of the operator S, called the principal function. Without entering into details, which appear with complete proofs in [7] , there is a bijective correspondence between irreducible hyponormal operators S with rank-one self-commutator and classes in L 1 (C, dA) of measurable functions ρ :
There is much to say, old and new, about the exponential transform appearing in the last expression, see for instance our recent Lecture Notes [5] . The scope of this article is to enter into the refined structure of the functional space S(C), endowed with the inner product (·, ·) and its Hilbertian completion, from a purely function theoretic perspective, touching field theory interpretations.
We will soon specialize to principal functions which are characteristic functions of bounded open sets Ω, and sometimes with some boundary regularity. In that case, the corresponding operator S * belongs to Cowen-Douglas class, with the set Ω carrying a hermitian line bundle of eigenvectors. In this respect, we provide in the rest of this note a novel, constructive approach to a non-standard collection of CD operators. On the other hand, the class of linear operators isolated by Cowen and Douglas is much larger, even when restricting only to rank one vector bundles of eigenvalues. Indeed, many cyclic subnormal operators share the Cowen-Douglas spanning property, while the only one which in addition is hyponormal of rank-one self-commutator is the unilateral shift, see [7] for details.
Notation
We list below some non-standard notation appearing in the present article.
• H(Ω): a standard functional space for (co)hyponormal operators.
• O(E): the set of germs of analytic functions on an arbitrary set E ⊂ P, P denoting the Riemann sphere.
•
• O(P \ Ω) 0 = completion of O(P \ Ω) 0 with respect to relevant norm.
, the Cauchy transform of a measure (or distribution) µ with supp µ ⊂ Ω.
• S(z) is defined to be the function S(z) =z on ∂Ω. If ∂Ω is analytic then S(z) extends analytically to a neighborhood of ∂Ω and is called the Schwarz function for ∂Ω.
• If a function f is defined on ∂Ω, then its inner and outer Cauchy transforms f ± are defined by (3.5). In particular S ± (z) are defined this way, and S − then equals the exterior Cauchy transform of the domain:
3 An analytic functional model based on Cauchy transforms
Definitions in terms of the exponential transform
In the main body of our article, to start with this section, we turn our attention to the action outside the spectrum of a hyponormal operator S with rank-one self-commutator on the generating resolvent, primitive of the eigen-distribution
Obviously this operation diagonalizes S * , following the conventions of the preceding section, modulo constants of integration. Henceforth we closely follow this scenario, as we shall see with clear benefits for understanding a versatile functional model. To conform with notations used in [5] we adopt Z for the prior S * , and we shall work exclusively in a functional model where this cohyponormal operator Z becomes (after an additional conjugation of the complex plane) multiplication with the independent variable z. The vector ξ becomes the function identically one, denoted 1. The above mentioned eigendistribution then takes the form
−1 1, which will be further transformed into
−1 S − in the model developed in the present paper. We start with the inner product
defined initially for smooth functions f , g with compact support in C. Here 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the principal function for the underlying cohyponormal operator, the support of ρ being the spectrum of the operator. The exponential transform of ρ is
When ρ is the characteristic function of a domain, say ρ = χ Ω , the inner product (3.1) reduces, upon partial integration, to an integral over just Ω and with respect to the kernel (inner exponential transform)
which is analytic in z, anti-analytic in w. (The right member in (3.3) vanishes outside Ω × Ω). After completion and passing to a quotient space (there will be many functions with zero norm) there arises a Hilbert space H(Ω). The objects in this space are equivalence classes of distributions (or possibly even more general objects), which may have support reaching out to the boundary of Ω. See [5] for some details and further references. The space H(Ω) turns out to be very strange when considered as a function space and it is desirable to have another model with better properties in this respect, for example a space consisting of analytic functions and for which there are continuous point evaluations. In this paper we introduce such an analytic model. The model reminds of Rota's model [9] , and in the case of hyponormal operators the Pincus-Xia-Xia analytic model [8] ; however, we deal in the sequel with analytic functions defined on the complement of the spectrum of the underlying operator. Very briefly, the new space consists of Cauchy transforms in P \ Ω of objects in H(Ω). Said in another way, one may start from (3.1) and consider it as a product between primitivesf ,g (with respect toz) of the functions f , g involved, i.e. f = ∂f ∂z
. Specifically, these are to be taken to be the respective Cauchy
. Then, with ρ = χ Ω and writing here the original inner product as ·, · H(Ω) for clarity, we have
Here the last equality is the definition of the new inner product f ,g O . In the final boundary integral ∂Ω has to be approximated from inside via an exhaustion of subdomains of Ω because the kernel H(z, w) has a singularity on the boundary. See Section 3.4 for some details on this.
In general we do not assume much of regularity for ∂Ω. Being it locally a Lipschitz graph will mostly be enough, even though, at some (specified) occasions, it will be useful to have it analytic.
The definition of the original inner product, in H(Ω), immediately applies to distributions (even analytic functionals) with compact support (carrier) in Ω, as
and the new inner product accordingly applies to all functions O(P \ Ω) 0 . By the above computation, the correspondence preserves the inner product:
Thus it gives rise to a unitary isomorphism between the completions of the spaces involved, in one direction given by the Cauchy transform:
As is implicit in the above discussion, it does not matter which object µ in a given equivalence class in the quotient space H(Ω) is chosen when taking the Cauchy transform. This amounts to saying that since the inner product (3.4) only depends on the values off andg on ∂Ω, it does not matter in which way these boundary functions are prolonged into Ω.
In the other direction, if f ∈ O(P \ Ω) 0 then it is possible to extend f to a smooth functionf in P by modifying f only in a compact subset of Ω. Then the Cauchy transform of ∂f /∂z equalsf , everywhere, in particular it agrees with f outside Ω. The so obtained derivative ∂f /∂z can be identified with an element in H(Ω), as
] ∈ H(Ω), the bracket here denoting equivalent class. Passing to the completion O(P \ Ω) 0 this gives the isomorphism in the other direction:
It is easy to see that point evaluations are continuous functionals on O(P \ Ω) 0 with respect to the new norm. In fact, the corresponding reproducing kernel will be explicitly given in Section 3.6. Therefore
and O(P \ Ω) 0 becomes a true function space of analytic functions.
Interior and exterior Cauchy transforms
When a measure µ has support on ∂Ω and is of the form
where f is a continuous (say) function on ∂Ω, then its Cauchy transform defines one analytic function in the exterior, f − ∈ O(P \ Ω) 0 , and one in the interior, f + ∈ O(Ω). More precisely we define f ± so that
The jump over ∂Ω, from −f + to f − , equals f − −(−f + ) = f + +f − , which is f itself, assuming that the boundary values exist. The distributional ∂/∂z derivative of C[µ] arising from this jump is of course just dµ = 1 2i
f dz, when this is regarded as a measure on ∂Ω.
Quite often the situation will be that each of f + and f − have analytic continuations across ∂Ω. Then f = f + + f − defines f as an analytic function in a full neighborhood of ∂Ω. Assuming 0 ∈ Ω, for simplicity of notation, the germs of f + and f − at the origin and infinity, respectively, can always be expanded in power series, which we write as
This gives a formal Laurent series representing f :
This series may, in good cases, converge in a neighborhood of ∂Ω, and in exceptional cases even in all C \ {0}, but we shall basically consider it as just a formal series. The series for f + and f − always converge in some neighborhoods of the origin and infinity, respectively, but note that the series at infinity does not determine all of f − in case Ω is multiply connected.
An important example of the above is obtained by taking f (z) =z, i.e. dµ(z) = 1 2iz dz on ∂Ω. If this boundary is analytic, then the function f (z), when analytically extended, is the Schwarz function S(z) for ∂Ω, and the coefficients are the interior and exterior harmonic moments of Ω. We then write the series as
the M k being the harmonic moments, interior and exterior, of Ω. When z ∈ P \ Ω, and with the same µ as above, 6) where the series gives the germ at infinity. As a matter of notation, we shall use S(z) to denote the function S(z) =z on ∂Ω even when that boundary is not analytic. This means that on using the notation (3.5) we always have S ± (z) (or z ± ) defined as interior and exterior analytic functions, explicitly
By (3.6),
P\Ω , and we will use S − simply as a brief notation for this Cauchy transform, outside Ω, of the characteristic function of Ω. Similarly, S + can be identified with a renormalized version (in Ω) of the Cauchy transform of the characteristic function of P \ Ω.
Operators
The cohyponormal shift operator Z : H(Ω) → H(Ω), multiplication by the independent variable z, corresponds in the Cauchy transform picture to the operator
given in terms of an arbitrary continuationf of f ∈ O(P \ Ω) 0 to all of P by
Since zf (z) is already analytic outside Ω, the effect of ∂/∂z followed by C ext is just to adapt by an additive constant to the normalization at infinity. Thus
where the residue at infinity is, by definition,
The adjoint Z * O is given by a formula which is a natural counterpart of (3.10), differing only by a conjugation. However, the proof of this is not entirely trivial, it depends on specific continuation properties of the exponential transform. One instance of this is that H(z, w) extends holomorphically-antiholomorphically to the entire Riemann sphere, in each variable separately, provided it is viewed as a section of a suitable holomorphic line bundle (assuming for this statement that ∂Ω is analytic). This may be compared with somewhat analogues, but different, continuation properties for the Bergman and Szegö kernels: both of these extend to the Schottky double of the domain, the Bergman kernel as a meromorphic section of the canonical bundle, and the Szegö kernel as a meromorphic section of a square root of the canonical bundle.
These extension properties for the exponential transform have been discussed in detail in [5] , [6] , but as we will need them in several forthcoming proofs we compile the necessary identities also here. For this we introduce a couple of new functions G(z, w), G * (z, w), denote by F (z, w) the restriction of E(z, w) to the exterior, and recall H(z, w). All of these functions are analytic in z, anti-analytic in w, in their domains of definition, and we have
Here the first equality one each line can be taken as the definition of the quantity to the left. Note that G * (z, w) = G(w, z), and also that we have the asymptotics
similarly for G * (z, w). The main point is that the matching properties implicit in the above relations determine the functions uniquely. For example, for fixed z ∈ Ω the two antianalytic functions in w, H(z, w) and G(z, w), match by the Riemann-Hilbert type relation H(z, w)(z − w) = G(z, w), z ∈ Ω, w ∈ ∂Ω, (3.12) which together with (3.11) determines H(z, w) and G(z, w) uniquely. Similar statements apply to the relations
If ∂Ω is analytic then all functions F , G, G * , H have analytic continuations across ∂Ω, and (3.12) (for example) can be rewritten as
which then holds for w in a full neighborhood of ∂Ω. This relation expresses that, as functions of w, the pair H(z, w), G(z, w) makes up a global anti-holomorphic section of the line bundle defined by transition function z −S(w) (with z ∈ Ω kept fixed). Again, together with (3.11) this determines H(z, w), G(z, w) uniquely, as is immediate from general Riemann surface theory. All forthcoming theorems will be based solely on the above relations, the original definition of the exponential transform will no longer be needed.
Theorem 3.1. The adjoint of Z O is given by
In the middle member of (3.16) it is understood that the Cauchy transform is taken only of the restriction of ∂ ∂z (zf (z)) to Ω. In the corresponding formula (3.9) this need not be said explicitly since ∂ ∂z (zf (z)) vanishes automatically outside Ω.
Proof. We first confirm the second equality in (3.16) by the following computation, valid for z ∈ P \ Ω:
This follows on using (3.12), (3.11) together with the fact that any function of the form ϕ + is analytic in Ω:
In the last step we used that G(z, w)g(w) is anti-analytic in P \ Ω and vanishes as |w| −2 when |w| → ∞.
The formula (3.16) can be understood in terms of the decomposition
which represents a common way of writing the adjoint of Z (in the H(Ω) picture) as a sum of a shift byz and a Cauchy transform (see [5] ). However, it turns out that this decomposition cannot be pushed down to the quotient space H(Ω) because the balance between the terms depends on which elements are chosen in the equivalence classes.
As an example, let ϕ be a smooth function with compact support in Ω. Then [ ], and if choosef + ϕ in place off in (3.17) we get
Herezϕ(z) has compact support in Ω, so the second term in the left member represents the zero element in H(Ω), but in the right member there has been a shift of balance between the two terms, even as elements in H(Ω). The original operator Z on H(Ω) was a shift operator, and also its counterpart Z O is a shift, now on the Laurent series: with
However, Z * O is not the corresponding backward shift, it has a more complicated description. See for example (3.24) below.
Example 3.1. The identity function 1 = [1] ∈ H(Ω) plays an important role in the theory, starting with the observation that the commutator between Z and Z * is a projection onto the subspace spanned by 1:
In O(P \ Ω) 0 this function 1 is represented by its Cauchy transform, namely S − = C ext [1] , see (3.6) . The most natural extension of it to all of P is the full Cauchy transform
which as in Section 3.2 spells out as
and one may in a certain sense identify (or represent) it with the kernel S − (ζ)S − (z). See Section 3.5 for the proof. 
with power series expansion at infinity given by
Thus Z n acts here as an n step shift operator of the harmonic moments. 
to compare with
Example 3.4. The Cauchy kernel in H(Ω),
corresponds in the Cauchy transform picture to
Here z ∈ C \ Ω, but any a ∈ C is allowed. If a ∈ P \ Ω the above becomes (S − (z) − S − (a))/(z − a), and more generally we have, for f ∈ O(P \ Ω) 0 and z, a ∈ P \ Ω,
Example 3.5. As a complement to the relation C ext [1] = S − in Example 3.1 we mention the following relations, holding for z ∈ P \ Ω:
See Section 2.5 in [5] for the simple proofs.
Boundary operations
We return to the boundary version of the inner product (3.4):
We have so far usedf to denote various "soft" extensions of a given f ∈ O(P\Ω) 0 to all of P. Now working on the boundary suggests a more drastic way: simply extend it by zero in Ω:f zf (z)dz on ∂Ω. Similarly for other cases. This gives the following simple and well balanced expressions, where z ∈ P \ Ω:
The relationship between the adjoint pair Z O and Z * O here appears very natural, with Cauchy integrals containing multiplications with ζ andζ, respectively. One might believe that this is something general, but it depends on specific properties of the kernel H(z, w). As can be seen from the final steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the kernel H(z, w) is actually characterized (up to a constant factor) by the two operators defined by the right members of (3.28) being adjoint to each other.
We may now collect (from (3.19), (3.23), (3.25)), and somewhat extend, the functional calculus for Z O as follows:
Here f ∈ O(P \ Ω) 0 and z, a ∈ P \ Ω.
The commutator
The aim of the present section is to confirm formula (3.22) for the commutator.
To this aim we prove a few preparatory results.
Lemma 3.1. For any fixed a ∈ Ω and w ∈ P \ Ω there holds
Remark 3.6. Equation (3.30) equivalently says that
Proof. Since S + (z) −ā is holomorphic in Ω we have, using (3.13),
proving (3.30). As for (3.31), we multiply withw −ā and compute
In the last steps, (3.14), (3.13) and the asymptotic properties of G and G * in Ω and P \ Ω, respectively, were used (see (3.11) ). The identity obtained is exactly the desired one, namely (3.31).
(3.32)
Remark 3.7. The counterpart of (3.32) in H(Ω) is the formula
for f ∈ H(Ω), which follows immediately from the identity in Remark 3.6.
Proof. Once again we invoke the continuation properties of H(z, w), this time (3.11), (3.15) . Using also the fact that S(w) + − z is anti-analytic in Ω, as a function of w, we obtain
Proof. The proof is a straight-forward computation using (3.10) and (3.16):
This is the same as (3.33).
Combining the two lemmas gives [Z
O , Z * O ]f = f, S − O · S − . Thus Theorem 3.2. [Z O , Z * O ] = S − ⊗ S −
The reproducing kernel
As it has been indicated before, point evaluations are continuous linear functionals on O(P \ Ω) 0 , hence that space has a reproducing kernel, which we now make explicit. Basically what can now be understood is that it is natural to think of the elements of H(Ω) as generators (sources, sinks, etc.) of (physical) fields. These generators are then located in Ω (or its closure), while the fields themselves live in the complement P\Ω, and they are more exactly defined as the Cauchy transforms of the sources. A huge amount of different generators can in this way give rise to the same external field, and this explains the big equivalence classes when forming H(Ω). See Section 4.2 for some details on a fluid dynamic interpretation. When these sources (etc.) are moved to the boundary they however become unique representatives for their elements in H(Ω), as indicated in Section 3.4.
The following theorem is essentially implicit in what has already been said, but we state it separately for clarity. We do not know of any characterization of what the most general object in H(Ω) looks like, so we focus only on elements which can be represented by distributions µ in H(Ω) (strictly speaking [µ] ∈ H(Ω)), for which the norm µ makes immediate sense. More precisely, we assume that µ either is a distribution with compact support in Ω, or that dµ = gdA for some function g ∈ L ∞ (Ω).
Theorem 4.1. With µ ∈ H(Ω) as above, the following statements are equivalent.
(iii) µ annihilates all analytic functions in Ω.
(iv) µ = ∂f /∂z for some function f which vanishes on P \ Ω.
The function (or rather distribution) f in (iv) need not be very regular in Ω (if µ is just a distribution), but near ∂Ω it will at least be a continuous function, hence it makes good sense to say that it vanishes on P \ Ω.
On setting k a (z) = (z − a) −1 , as in (3.35), the Cauchy transform of µ ∈ H(Ω) can be written (recall Remark 3.7)
, for a ∈ P \ Ω, because multiplication with k a is a bounded operator on H(Ω) when a ∈ P \ Ω.
for z ∈ P \ Ω, and by continuity up to ∂Ω.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): This is immediate since the kernels k a , with a ∈ P \ Ω, span the relevant class of analytic functions in Ω.
(iii) ⇒ (ii): Choose the analytic function to be k a , a ∈ P \ Ω. Proof. This is clear from (iv) in the theorem since H(z, z) > 0 in Ω, H(z, z) = 0 on ∂Ω. 
A fluid dynamic interpretation of the functional space
We may think of complex valued functions in P as representing fluid velocity fields. Dividing into real and imaginary parts it is then customary to let f = u+iv represent the vector field or with the 2-form d * ν − i dν. We see in particular that f is analytic if and only if the flow is divergence and curl free, i.e. incompressible and without vorticity. Now we consider smooth complex-valued functions, denotedf in our previous contexts, and vanishing at infinity. We assume that the corresponding flow is incompressible and free of vorticity outside the closure of Ω. Thus f =f | P\Ω is analytic there, say for simplicity in a full neighborhood of P \ Ω, and it is the exterior Cauchy transform of ∂f /∂z.
Iff is not identically zero in P \ Ω, then there must be sources/sinks and/or vorticity present somewhere, and clearly this must be in Ω. But many different configurations of sources/sinks and vorticity in Ω can generate the same flow field outside Ω. And this redundancy exactly corresponds to the big equivalence classes for the space H(Ω), i.e. that space can be thought of as the space of generators of exterior flow fields. The essence of Section 3.4 is on the other hand that sources/sinks and vorticity can be pushed to the boundary, and then they become unique representatives for the flow.
Errata for [5] Since the recent notes [5] are a natural parent of the present article, we list below a few corrections:
• p.20, equation (2.35): The variables in the integral in the right member are incorrect. Equation (2.35) should read G * (z, w) = 1 π Ω H(u, w) dA(u) u − z , z ∈ Ω e , w ∈ Ω.
• Section 3.3, beginning with equations (3.12), (3.13): The operatorsZ and C are introduced and it is said thatZ + C = Z * , see equation (3.14) (in [5] ). However,Z and C do not make independent sense as operators in that Hilbert space (only the sum does).
The problem is that H(Ω) is a quotient space, andZ, C make sense when acting on representatives for equivalence classes, but the result depends on which representatives are chosen. Since almost all essential statements in [5] are made in terms of the combinationZ + C the mistake has limited consequences.
• p.93: The orthonormal vectors should be e nk = (k + 1)z nzk .
Thus an ON-basis for H(D) is
{e 00 , e 01 , e 02 , . . . } = {(k + 1)z k : k = 0, 1, 2, . . . }.
• p.98, line 3 from below: T * n should be T n .
